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When I first started teaching, I was terrified of students’ questions. I would lecture until the

last minute of class, afraid of the possibility of raised hands. However, over the years I’ve come to

appreciate those raised hands and now leave ample room for them during class time. I have learned

that teaching does not mean feeding information to students in the hopes they can repeat it back

on an exam without question. Rather, teaching is acting as a guide and providing a framework that

gives students the space and support to search out information, draw connections across academic

material, current events, and their own lived experiences, and in the process, continuously ask

questions. The most important things I can leave my students with are these questions, the curiosity

that inspires them, and the tools to seek out answers.

Questions I can’t answer have ended up being the most significant because they emphasize that

learning is not synonymous with always knowing the right answer. I also use them as a learning

opportunity in which my students can explore different methodologies and resources available to find

answers. I don’t just encourage questions and critical thinking about the material in my courses,

but also about current events more broadly. This philosophy allows me to teach by example and

start students on the path to recognizing economic themes in their everyday lives. To encourage

students to pay attention to how concepts from class play out in the real world, I incorporate

Yellowdig participation into their final grade. Yellowdig is an online platform that allows students

to pin articles, videos, and other web-based content to a course board, essentially the nerdier

cousin of Pinterest. Yellowdig is also gamified so that students earn points for posting content and

commenting on and liking their classmates’ pins which encourages collaboration and conversation

outside of the classroom.

When I see articles, songs, or even movies that speak to economic ideas we’ve covered in class,

I post them on our Yellowdig board and also incorporate them into class discussions and activities.

For example, in my History of Economic Doctrines class, I use the lyrics of a popular Bob Marley

song, “Money is numbers and numbers never end. If it takes money to be happy, your search

for happiness will never end,” to help illustrate the ancient Greek idea of ‘chremastistike,’ or the

accumulation of wealth just for the sake of it. Using such examples and asking students to interpret

them helps them make the leap between definition/theory and their own observations about the

world. Bridging this gap is one of the best ways to reinforce course material and on the basis of

assessment results, I can tell it also helps students retain such concepts.

Using real world examples goes beyond illustrating definitions as well. When introducing tools

of economic analysis in my Health Economics course, students get the standard textbook overview

of cost-benefit analysis, but I also have them read two recent peer-reviewed journal articles that
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conduct cost-benefit analyses.1 This gives them exposure to academic work and allows them to

see how the methodologies they just studied are actually implemented. I chose articles on cost-

benefit analyses of supervised injection facitlities because they cover a topic of local interest to

my Utah students (the opioid epidemic) as well as open up an important segway into a discussion

on the role of economic analysis in policy decisions. I ask students to hypothesize why neither

city has moved forward with construction of these facilities despite the authors’ estimations of large

economic benefits. Students invariably pick up on the tension between economically rational results

and politically feasible and socially acceptable realities. This teaches students to think critically

not just about the course material but about its implications for the real world.

To facilitate these conversations and curiosity, my teaching methods are overwhelmingly active.

Incorporating frequent active learning breaks helps me deal with the fact that the average college

student’s attention span is short (7-10 minutes!) and research shows that such activities can help

reduce attention lapses.2 As learning styles and preferences vary, I incorporate both individual

and collaborative activities into my lesson plans. Frequent individual activities, such as one-minute

essays, force students to recall and apply content from the lecture, improving information compre-

hension and retention. Group work allows students the opportunity to teach one another and also

gain insight from alternative reactions to and interpretations of assigned readings. These strategies

help me to accommodate a diversity of preferences and allows for students of all backgrounds to

learn effectively with their preferred method while also improving their skills in other areas.

I continually work to improve my teaching by collaborating with other graduate instructors and

faculty across the University of Utah campus. I stay current on research trends in higher education

pedagogy via my work as a Graduate Fellow at the Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence

while also seeking out economics-specific pedagogy. I attended a full-day session on Teaching Health

Economics at the 2017 International Health Economics Association Congress as well as participated

in the Institute for New Economic Thinking’s Education Initiative Convening on pluralistic teaching

strategies and future directions. Such opportunities challenge me to strengthen both my teaching

methods and content.

In sum, beyond just answering questions in my teaching, I encourage students to ask more. A

successful class isn’t one with no hands raised at the end, but one with all hands raised. Learning

happens when students begin to question themselves, the things they read, and the way the world

works. It’s questions, not complacency or passive absorption of facts, that pushes out the boundaries

of knowledge. I strive to empower students to answer these questions themselves using the theories,

tools, and frameworks they’ve learned throughout my courses. This continued curiosity is inspiring

to witness in action and I have had more than a few students reach out to me after a course

concludes, excited to explain how they’ve observed economics in action around them. This is why

I teach. Any questions?
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